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In this article we examine the different meanings attributed to, justified, explained and assigned for the present time as content in the school subject of History in different cultures. At the same time we recall – and whenever necessary we elaborate on – the discussions that usually take place in the undergraduate and graduate courses for future History teachers in the University of Brasília. We mainly refer to the public uses of history, to the distinctions between past...
and present made by different historiographies and to the relationship in a transnational perspective between politics and history, State and historical knowledge production.

We explore Contemporary History (CH) here especially in its extra-academic experience. That is, we analyze public policies for the area, such as in the producing of parameters, curriculum frameworks and national standards, large-scale evaluations and teaching programs that have given birth to the famous «cultural wars for the teaching of History», across different countries along the last two decades, disclosing left and right wing, conservative and progressive positions.

The chosen countries are Brazil, regarded as an emerging economy for the 21st century, the United States of America (USA), world’s superpower in the 20th century, and France, one of the leaders of the 19th century. This is, therefore, a work of comparative history that benefits from all the advantages of this type of approach: the identification of problems, explanation of singularities, critics to a stereotyped perception of the same problems in one or other country and the revision or confirmation of generalizations over educational issues.

Besides the overtly declared political interest and the comparative approach, the choice for these countries was due to the different ways in which their citizens’ right to the past is managed: the North-American State leaves each member of the federation in charge of the task to prescribe its own curricula; the French one centralizes the production of learning expectations; the Brazilian leaves its federate members free to produce curricula in spite of actually controlling their contents by determining national exams and by regulations attached to the budget distribution. These conditionals entail
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an asymmetrical comparison that tries to understand certain particularities in a case while observing others of a different nature⁹.

Based on these references, conditionals and motivations, we mean to answer the following questions: how do different cultures configure the present? How are different historical representations appropriated by the State in terms of curricula and school programs? To what degree do historians (and CH historiography in particular) interfere in the production of contents for the teaching of History? What representation does each country make of the other when it comes to the experiences of the 20\textsuperscript{th} and 21\textsuperscript{st} centuries?

These questions are obviously related to our own political interests. Brazil shall go through intense debates during the 2015-2016 period due to the discussion of the National Curriculum Standards for basic education (1\textsuperscript{st} to 13\textsuperscript{th} grade – elementary, middle and high school\textsuperscript{10}) and the subsequent reformulation of our correspondent undergraduate courses for future teachers. Thus, we believe that the comparative analysis of other curricula assignments may contribute to the reflection and to the decisions that will guide the forming of people for teaching in the next few years. The four following topics explore our methodological choices and, most importantly, the CH ideas grasped from the highschool levels in Brazil, France and USA.

1. A Little Bit of CH

CH and its correspondents in different cultures – *Temps Présent* [Present Time] and *Histoire Proche* [Recent History] in France, Contemporary History in England, Contemporary History and History of Our Own Time in the USA, *Zeitgeschichte* [Contemporary History], *Neueste Geschichte* [Recent History] and *Nueste Zeitgeschichte* [New Contemporary History] in Germany\textsuperscript{11} – are related to the different individual and institutional experiences, inside and outside the historians’ fields of work, that emerge at the same time in countries such as Germany, England, France and Spain\textsuperscript{12}.

---

⁹ HAUPT, Heinz-Gerhard, KOCKA, Jürgen, *op. cit.*

¹⁰ We are considering the North American division for school levels (TN).


They arise in an attempt to find answers for the «astonishing changes in the societies that survived the catastrophes of the 20th century»13, either emphasizing the experience related to the construction/reconstruction of States and national democracies – like in the studies that explore the causes and consequences of dictatorial regimes in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Brazil14 – either in the issues that overcome these same nations simultaneously such as terrorism and environmental degradation15. They come up as practices devoted to the examination of the nature and repercussions of World War II (1939-1945) and end up reaching out to these big issues witnessed by its own professionals in their societies of origin.

That’s how it happened in Germany, after the rising of National Socialism and the extermination of Jews; in Spain after Civil War and the Franco years; in France after the Resistance, the Vichy regime and the colonial defeats16. At last, CH is also born inside the historians’ field as a symptom of the paradigmatic crisis related to the historical objectivity17.

If we focus on only three of the main historians in the countries we analyze here, USA, Brazil and France, we realize that they approach actions (and their respective emotions) that arise or resurface during their own lifespan: social exclusion in Tony Judt, authoritarianism in Francisco Carlos Teixeira da Silva and different resentments in Henry Rousso18. Except for Judt, who will not explicit it (even though the title Ill Fares the Land: a Treatise on Our Present Discontents may suggest it), they are all involved with the idea of trauma, set forth by a catastrophe during the 20th century. And not without reason. It is comprehensible why CH has only sprung up in the second half of the 20th century. No other time period has concentrated so many tragedies that threatened the notion of a continuous mankind improvement. Never before had men come so close to self-destruction19 and in no other time have historians oscillated so
much «between unlimited trust in evidence [...] and a mocking skepticism as to the point of stating the hopeless failure of modern reason».

These assumptions make us focus on the substantive concepts concerning the 20th and the beginning of the 21st century in the History curricula for high schools in these three countries. In other words, 20th and 21st centuries are the basic historical concepts we will analyze in the curricula. They’re a temporality model, even if nonexistent in pure form in any of the experiences under scrutiny.

Besides the 20th and 21st century, we are also interested in those experiences that are registered as “contemporary”, “present day”, “today”, “recent time” and “until now”, considered as historical particulars. It is these “present times” that we discuss ahead, both in the Brazilian, French and North American contents of Contemporary History.

2. CH in the Programs for Brazilian High Schools (1999-2013)

Let us begin the interrogation on the Brazilian experience by asking: who determines the contents for high school education in Brazil? To what degree do the national documents intervene in the school environment? What is the nature of the “present” suggested by the curricula in each State? What kind of correspondence can we make between the present determined by the State proposals and the Political Pedagogical Projects in the teachers’ courses? What representations do the Brazilian programs offer the high school students of present France and USA?

In the first place, it is important to know that there are no unified national standards in Brazil, in spite of the complaints coming from school teachers and
especially from the researchers in the teaching of History. That keeps us from commenting on a single national standards document for History in high school level.

It is obvious that the Ministry of Education (MEC) produces standards and programs, but these documents are not always coherent between themselves. Besides, the appropriation of these documents in different spaces and time in the Brazilian school experience is quite unknown.

These singularities and deficiencies explain the absence of CH in the National Curriculum Parameters for the teaching of History (PCN), produced in 1999-2000, for instance, and a 44% presence in subject areas along the complementary documents for PCN (PCN+). We believe that is the same reason why the African, Afro-Brazilian and Native experience are rarely or indirectly treated. The same may be attested on the surprisingly 50% to 70% presence of these objects in the National High School Exam (ENEM), elaborated in 2009, and that is progressively designing the History curricula for this level of education in all the country.

We also observe a meaningful difference compared to the results obtained from the Political Pedagogical Projects for the History teachers’ undergraduate courses. These
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spare 39% of their hour load to subjects that we consider «contents to teach» and 25% of the total hour load for undergraduate courses for the 20th and 21st century. That is, even when national documents give room to CH, they do it much more than the academic environment. CH is more frequent in the subjects of Brazil History (11% of the hour load) and Modern History (7.3%). It is scarcely present in the subjects of History of America (3.7%) and Local/Regional History (2.5%) and residual in those related to African, Asian, Afro-Asian and Iberian History: they won’t give it even 1% of their respective hour loads.

As to the State proposals, we notice that the 20th and 21st centuries are dominant in 6 out of the 21 programs, and that they compete in equal terms with the 15th and 16th century’s period in another two. For the first group (CH), the number of learning expectations represents an average of 32%. For the second it reaches 30%.

The previous analysis also allows us to state that CH is mostly transnational (42% of the expectations listed), when compared to the national (28%) and local (9%) experience. Present time in a perspective that intersects transnational, national and local experience reaches only 16% of the expectations.

There are 15 recurring themes on the substantive nature of this present (present on 50% or more of the curricula): dictatorship, globalization-mundialization, Cold War, World War II, social movements, Russian and Chinese Revolution, citizenship, Vargas Government, neoliberalism, redemocratization, Crash of 1929, Fascism, Nazism, First Republic and totalitarianism.

This tells us that the universities and the City and State education offices agenda differ as to the amount of space given to CH but coincide to a certain extent as to CH substantive concepts, like in the contents named First Republic, authoritarianism/totalitarianism/dictatorship, World War II, Cold War, globalization/mundialization, social movements.

As to the themes that draw the CH historians’ attention, the so-called “newcomers in contemporary historiography”, present in specialized vehicles—environmental, gender, ethnic, fundamentalism, political, epistemological, affective and cognitive

30 Brazil has 26 States, but we have had access to the curricula of only 21 of them.
issues, raised by the invention of the internet – these are far away from the State proposals.

One other proximity between the proposals and the Political Pedagogical Projects is the geographical range of the substantive contents. In both of them, the local, or rather, the relationship between the local, national and transnational is scant. Latin America, Europe, Africa, Asia, USA, Germany and Soviet Union are the same privileged elements. And at this point we can already reveal the answer to the last question we posed in the beginning of this article: in the State proposals as well, USA are the bad guys of the transnational experience, just as much in the Latin American and national one. France is simply ignored and Brazil is a passive subject in the transnational experience.

We have pointed out the relative symmetry (space and events) between the universities Political Pedagogical Projects and the State standards. However, it is to be determined whether this confluence of priorities is due to what is prescribed and taught in the undergraduate History courses or to the contents systematically exposed in the textbooks that are evaluated and distributed to high schools by the State – but that is food for thought. Let us move on to how the same issues are dealt with in the French case.

3. CH in the French LycéeCurricula (2010-2014)

The French education system considers the production of curricula as a responsibility of the State, consulting the community of school teachers, inspectors, university professors and union members. The State has the duty to produce, apply, evaluate and revise the programs, while taking heed of different sectors of the society. This operation guarantees the distribution of equal opportunities and also the building of a common cultural formation (with national and universal elements). Many options are given as regards substantive concepts in the attempt of conciliating the principles of equality (between the students) and freedom (amongst teachers and editors). Such principles are actually confirmed in the last legislation on the subject: the Charte des Programmes. The State intentions are explicit in it:
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divulging scientific truths, esthetic, ethical and political principles (equality, freedom, democracy).

The programs are made having in mind the teachers’ usage and especially that of the students. Its information outline comprises themes, questions and sentences that detail these same questions and that are chronologically ordered (themes, questions and sentences) suggesting movements towards different directions: world-Europe-France or in the reverse order, for example. The sentence distribution also indicates a progression in the order of interest: France (1st), world (2nd) and Europe (3rd).

Although there are different structures for high school level in France, History is present in every grade and year, either in the general formation, either in the technological one. The hour load allotted for CH, in turn, differs, being larger in the general courses.

Notwithstanding the differences between the distributions in the hour loads, two characteristics are common to both modalities. Everyone studies Ancient, Middle, Modern and Contemporary History on the first year. On the second one, all themes are concentrated on subjects related to CH.

Concerning the nature of the substantive concepts, we have observed that conjunctures prevail over brief events when it comes to talking about the world, while the contrary happens when it is Europe or France the main subject. A well known commonsense knowledge predominates when focusing on the world. On the other hand, when approaching the national experience, we see a mixture of the founding elements of the French nation, concentrated on the Republican experience and taboo issues such as the memory of the collaborationism with the Nazis and the colonial war in Algeria.


35 General Course prepares students for the general baccalaureat and to further proceed in their higher education, divided into three different structures: literary, social and economical, scientific. The Technological and Professional Course prepares those who will pursue a career in engineering, for example.
As to the academic contribution to the programs, the traces of the second *Annales* generation are evident, as well as those of the current historiography tendencies, such as new political history, late modern history and contemporary history. The references to classic authors in CH and immediate history are present in the list of themes/problems/sentences, in the selection and emphasis on certain concepts and in the indication of supporting bibliography.

At last, for the representations of other characters, the idea of an ideological and economical obstacle attributed to Brazil (in relation to the USA, in Latin America) is flagrant. The USA is deemed as a declining power. Its interventionist action is criticized, especially when justified as an action in defense of democracy. USA’s great opponent (while being a superpower), China, is dealt with from its centenary history, something unusual in the Brazilian programs. Moreover, China serves as argument to highlight the idea of multipolarity in international relations and Europe’s incapacity of constituting itself as world power in the turning of the 20th to the 21st century.

### 4. CH in USAHigh Schools (2007-2014)

The formulation of programs in the USA is not centralized, in spite of initiatives towards standardization, like in the famous documents produced by the Bradley Commission (BC) in 1987\(^{36}\), the National Council for History Standards (NCHS) in 1994-1996 and the most recent one, the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), under implementation in 45 States since 2010\(^{37}\). This decentralization extends itself from the State, the city, the district and all the way through to the schools. It also advances on the ways in which History is prescribed for high school education. It is a SocialStudies content and there are many ways in which this area is organized\(^{38}\).

CH predominates in the national documents (BC and NCHS – CCSS does not bring substantive contents). Both of them (BC and NCHS) maintain a common history core constructed since the beginning of the 20th century – Civil War, Progressivism, Great
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Depression, democracy movements\textsuperscript{39} –, but also incorporate privileged themes in USA contemporary history: Cold War, Vietnam War, Welfare State\textsuperscript{40}.

In the matter of the nature of the present time, we notice that, between BC and NSH (National Standards for History, produced by NCHS), the elements belonging to the semantic field of present time persist: “present”, “contemporary”, “recent times”, “our own present time”, “current events” or “very recent events”. But the importance of its study is enlarged in quantity and quality. While in the BC document only one arrangement in content organization – California’s History-Social Science Framework (amongst the four suggested by the Commission) – destines one grade (12\textsuperscript{th}) for the teaching of 21\textsuperscript{st} century history and geography, the programs for high school projected by the NSH give the 20\textsuperscript{th} century 29\% space in the number of learning expectations inside the program of History of the USA and 35\% in World History.

Moreover, BC brings no comments on the importance of the present time as an object of knowledge. On the other hand, the NSH’s formulators discuss the problems of studying it, revealing the survival of the «noble dream» of history objectivity, cultivated since the end of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century by the North American historiography\textsuperscript{41}. In these considerations, the present time is a period with an oscillating initial point between 1968 (the failure of the neoliberal economical policy, for example) for the North American history and 1941 (the entry into World War II) for the world history. The present is also a “past that will not pass” in USA history, whether positively (Crash and World War II memories) or negatively (Vietnam War memories).

Being a painful period and memory, the present narrated by the historians is predominantly praised as guidance to the students’ actions in their own lives. It teaches lessons and allows decision making, which should maintain, in the near future, the elements in the North American experience which are valued in the NSH: USA’s distinguished role in the world and the principles that identify the country, such as those concerning the battle for democracy. Hence, the NSH curiously display an attitude criticized and abolished by the historians in the American Historical Association (AHA) in the 1940’s decade – teaching History as an example for life. These professionals were actually against the studying of the present as an object in school\textsuperscript{42}.
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In the State curricula standards (who donot have any legal obligation to incorporate the substantive contents suggestions present in the national documents), the 20th century experience is dominant in 70% of the programs in the 50 States, varying between 100% and a third of the whole space of each program.

On the nature of this present, we recognize a common core in national terms just as much as in international ones. As to this last one, we notice that it matches the history of historiography of the 20th century, produced especially between the 1980s and 1990s. World War II, World War I, Cold War and Independence Movements are the most frequent events, being present in 50% or more of the State programs. The approach and the suggestions to interpret them vary in ideology and levels of commitment. It is even possible to establish a progression: (1) the further back in time – World War I – the higher the consensus; (2) the closer to the North American experience – Cold War – and less threatening (Independence Movements) – the less committed expectations are. Finally, (3) the more generic the experience is – World War II – the wider is the range of divergent interpretations offered to the students.

The 20th century experience is more diffuse in the North American national history, sharing the same past events with the transnational experience, besides the Great Depression and the Civil Rights Movement. The presence of the academic core contents is more visible inside the national history ones: gender, African-American, civil rights, progressivism, New Deal, anticommunism are widely mentioned and presented as contents pertaining the students’ formation. However, the way in which events (in part or as a whole) are treated evidently differ, given the understandable emphasis on the outcomes of World War I and II and Cold War in internal affairs policies, which molded behaviors, altered the distribution of wealth and changed the notion of civil freedom. But they also differ in the authors’ fragile commitment to the formulation of expectations. High complexity abilities – “explain”, “criticize interpretations”, “formulate hypothesis”, “take a stand”, etc. – and the requiring of “causes” and “consequences” are seldom accompanied by the corresponding induction, that is, by the positioning or choices of positioning from the standards authors. Thus, we may conclude that the expectations of the common core contents in transnational experience are more critical than those belonging to the national ones.

5. Comparing Experiences

Throughout the analyses, we have attested that the school subject of History in these three countries is claimed as a component to build citizenship, in spite of the significant differences between the Brazilian, North American and French propositions.

But this has been already anticipated. What we did not expect was that the effectiveness of some 19th century ideals would be hard to accomplish in the documents themselves. The principles of the 1988 Constitution in Brazil were mutilated in the curricula documents at the moment of their appropriation. Values do not seem to belong to the historians’ agenda. They are frequently and inaccurately mistaken with the stereotyped “civics and moral education” lessons and it is not rare to find citizenship based on a triad identity (whites + blacks + natives).

In France, there is a flagrant contradiction between the alleged equal conditions assumed by the adoption of a national History curriculum and the freedom of interpretation (on behalf of the textbook authors) and teaching practices (on the teachers’ side).

In the USA, we see many different types of interpretation for the role of citizenship in History teaching – since the classical “well informed and conscious participation in public life” to the defense of the “free market”.

By comparing the three cultures, we also realize that indiscriminate designations are given to CH. Although not extensively justified, the ideal type of CH (configured along the 20th and 21st centuries’ experience) is very similar in duration and eventfulness. Commonplace contents dominate these three countries standards, constituted by answers to the 19th century imperialism, World War I, 1929 Crash, World War II, Cold War, decolonization, USSR collapse and globalization. What varies is the amount of interactions between the national, the world, continental and global levels as well as the values conveyed through each one of them.

Without managing to get rid of metaphors, we feel compelled to conclude that the North American present is self-centered, the French one is nostalgic and the Brazilian resentful. The same commonplace are employed to transmit a message to the citizens-to-be. 70% of the 50 States in the USA consider present events more important. 49% of the learning expectations in these States are destined to the examination of the 20th and 21st centuries, with large room for the nation’s experience (59%). They keep USA’s and world’s history apart, even though a great deal of the events belonging to the world
history are taken from the national experience as well. Nevertheless, this condition
does not seem to bother the curricula formulators.

In France and Brazil there are only “histories”. The present time occupies a total of
25% of the expectations assigned for high schools in Brazil. The concern reaches the
paradox of minimizing the European experience, but at the same time maintaining it as
the cause of our social problems. Transnational experience, however, builds up to 42%
total of the experience, while the national experience occupies 28%. The focus on
Africa, which could serve as an alternative to the commonly criticized Eurocentrism, is
turned to the period before the 15th century. What present could Paleolithic Africa hold
for us?

In France, the challenge is to preserve a national memory and a broader citizenship
that also comprises the ex-colonies memories inside the hexagon. There are different
History programs for the Lycées, depending on the distinct formation courses, but they
all study Pre-History, Ancient, Middle, Modern, Contemporary and Present History.
But the present time occupies 68% of the total of expectations. Proportionally, it is
mainly national (46%), in face of the world (32%) and European (22%) experiences.
Whoever affirms that us Brazilians are much more Francophile than the French
themselves in terms of chronological objects (Ancient, Middle, Modern and
Contemporary) in the final years of mandatory education is right.

There is an evident contribution of Contemporary, Immediate and Late Modern
historians in the land of Marianne. Even though schoolteachers and State inspectors
have great responsibility over the elaboration of programs, the high level of instruction
and the historians’ high level of involvement in national politics seem to contribute
much more than in Brazil to the direct transference from academic research to learning
expectations. We almost do not mention the present time or CH as a dimension of
historiographic reflection or as a mean to discuss recent memory in the State
documents in Brazil. We believe that is not very harmful since these programs have
little power of intervention inside the school. In Brazil it is textbook that serves as guide
to the inexperienced teacher or to the resigned one. We may not have debated it in this
article, but we dare say it is through these textbooks that CH discussions reach the
teachers’ ears.

In the USA, a surprise at last. Present time is a matter for discussion since the
1940s. The educators’ pragmatism and the social and economical presentism of the last
century’s first three decades may have been the great responsible for the introduction of
current events into Social Studies, and consequently into the teaching of History.
Actually, contemporaneity has invaded the North American historiography since the
1960s. But the historicization of present as an object in History teaching seems to be a more recent phenomenon, since current events and history were two different things in the beginning of the 20th century, possibly separated by the line of methodic objectivity.

Commonplace vocabulary derived from the methodic school predominates on the designated uses of this present, except for Brazil, who seems to overlook the syntax ineducational objectives. The historians’ abilities are largely required to compose the learning expectations, along with substantive contents and predispositions. It is explicit in France’s case. Programs use and abuse of research procedures without ever alluding to the centenary introduction of History into Sorbonne via scientific normative. In the USA, this normative is combined with abilities coming from social sciences. Together, abilities and historical knowledge are distributed under different logics of progression, spread along levels, grades, years and cycles, putting into practice old principles that respect students’ different capabilities. The exception here is Brazil once more. The idea of progress is rarely taken into account by the programs’ authors.
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